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Benefits to be gained by implementation of the new
“Restore Jobs” trade strategy being proposed by the
New Hope for America Foundation.
We would be able to effectively:
1) Revive the U.S. economy without needing “stimulus” money.
2) stop the massive manufacturing job-loss trend in the U.S.
3) stop the rapid selling-off of U.S. owned capital assets in the U.S. to foreigners
4) create an indisputable “level playing field” for U.S. manufacturers.
5) eliminate all tariffs.
6) eliminate all nation-focused quotas.
7) eliminate import-related anti-dumping legislation.
8) make balanced trade a reality.
9) create a stable market permitting U.S. oil companies to invest in new high-tech oil extraction
10) revive idle U.S. factories.
11) stimulate entrepreneurship in manufacturing.
12) improve and have more control over our national security.
13) significantly improve Federal, State, and Local tax revenues.
14) reduce the cost of government’s attempts to protect U.S. jobs.
15) eliminate our trade deficit and the related sending of billions of trade-deficit dollars overseas.
16) U.S. dollar becomes much stronger with no more U.S. trade-deficit dollars flooding the world $ market.
17) higher education would see increased enrollments in engineering, math, and science.
18) computer programming jobs would return to the U.S.
19) tool making, mold making, and machinist’s trades would be revived.
20) eliminate the pressures to “outsource” which today is putting U.S. suppliers out-of-business.
21) indirectly cause the creation of a large middle class in developing nations.
22) improve our export potential while at the same time reducing our volume of imports.
23) improve the security of import inspections due to U.S. manufacturers doing the inspections.
24) U.S. economic growth would receive a very big stimulus.
25) significantly improve U.S. international relations.
26) the workers of Mexico would be paid billions more per year, thus creating a very large middle class.
27) most of the illegal aliens from Mexico, now here in the U.S., would want to return home to Mexico.
28) with good pay in Mexico, far fewer illegal aliens would be coming here looking for work.
29) reduce the amount of money available to Communist China for building their military.
30) reduce the money available to Communist China for buying influence around the world.
31) imports of tainted drugs, food, toys, etc. would be stopped by U.S. manufacturer’s quality control
32) have a true transition to a “fair free trade competitive environment in the global market
33) America would once again become “the land of opportunity” to start new manufacturing businesses.
All of these fantastic benefits are achievable from one new already-proven trade strategy !
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